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ABSTRACT 

We present a VR field trip framework, Kvasir-VR, and assess its 
two approaches to teacher-guided content. In one approach, 
networked student groups are guided by a live teacher captured as 
live-streamed depth camera imagery. The second approach is a 
standalone (non-networked) version allowing students to 
individually experience the field trip based on depth camera 
recordings of the same teacher. Both approaches were tested at two 
high schools using a VR environment that teaches students about 
solar energy production via tours of a solar plant. We show that our 
live networked approach can produce promising test score gains 
and very high ratings of co-presence, affective attraction, overall 
opinion, etc. Results show a benefit of live networked VR, as the 
standalone approach had lower performance in terms of gains and 
most ratings, although its ratings were still positive. We further 
consider possible differences of school environment (dedicated vs. 
integrated classroom), and we conclude with tradeoffs and 
implications to benefit future design of educational VR. 

Keywords: Collaborative VR, education, avatars, Kinect. 

Index Terms: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional 
Graphics and Realism—Virtual Reality; K.3.0 [Computers and 
Education]: General 

1 INTRODUCTION 

We investigate two educational VR approaches with a virtual field 
trip given at high schools. Real field trips have promising effects 
such as long-term information recall [10] and a first-person view 
that communicates size and spatial relationships of objects. VR 
field trips may provide such benefits without requiring students to 
leave the home or classroom. VR also allows environments to be 
augmented with additional educational content, such as embedded 
educational animations and simulations of rare events. 

Our approaches focus on incorporating a teacher into VR using 
depth-camera-based teacher imagery from a Kinect device (Figure 
1). One approach uses a live networked teacher and the other 
approximates the experience with prerecorded teacher segments, to 
provide a broadly-deployable substitute. Contributions include: 

 
 We present a VR field trip framework, Kvasir-VR, for placing 

teachers in VR with a novel combination of depth camera 
imagery, heterogeneous displays, and virtual mirror techniques. 
 

 We assess learning and student experience in real high school 
classrooms. The study of a live depth-camera-based teacher 
extends knowledge about such representations (Section 2.3), 
showing effectiveness in a new and real-world application. 

 
 Results show benefits of live-guided educational VR over a 

non-networked substitute, although both were rated positively. 
Compared to prior work comparing in-person and prerecorded 
teachers, we study the topic in the new context of live and 
prerecorded video of teachers in VR. This shows a level of 
tradeoff expected for the convenience of prerecorded content. 

 
 Results show a likely difference in learning between schools, 

and we relate it to distraction level of classroom types. 
 

 We discuss tradeoffs between the approaches and implications 
for the long-term design of virtual field trips. 

 

 

Figure 1: A student wearing a head-mounted display stands at a 
virtual tower overviewing a virtual solar plant (the background 
duplicates the student’s view for illustration). A teacher (seen to 
the left) provides an introduction to the plant and is represented 
by a mesh captured by a Kinect depth camera. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Educational VR 

VR has long been suggested as a way to enhance education [33]. 
VR can produce experiences that are vividly remembered, along 
with other effects that seem to hinge on immersive or embodied 
experiences [5]. Motivation and engagement are fundamental to 
effective instruction, and they may be increased with good VR 
experiences [2,24]. Additional benefits can theoretically be 
achieved with multi-user, interactive, collaborative VR [14,15]. 

Based on several studies in a meta-analysis, games and VR can 
be more effective for education than traditional instruction [19]. For 
example, Virvou and Katsionis [30] reported that a VR game can 
be highly motivating and achieve better educational effects than 
traditional software. More recent examples have considered VR for 
a wide range of topics including computational thinking [21], 
aviation safety training [8], and firing range training [4]. 

2.2 Computer-based Tours of a Solar Energy Plant 

VR models of energy facilities have been used to teach students 
about alternative energy production, e.g., wind farms [1] and solar 
plants [6]. Ritter [26] described our preliminary work to teach solar 
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thermal power plant concepts using three forms of an audio-visual 
tour including a 2D video version, a desktop-based 3D game, and 
an HMD-based VR version of the game. VR produced 11% and 
13% average normalized test score gains in two high school studies 
(7% and 6% raw gain). Suggested factors limiting gain included 
distraction in a multi-activity classroom for one study and internal 
distractions in the VR itself related to novelty and intensity of the 
experience. Higher gain (43% normalized, 14% raw) was reported 
for university students, in a controlled laboratory setting, with a 
revised prototype and preliminary networking aspects. The highest 
gain for any high school study was 42% (21% raw) for a desktop 
game in a dedicated room. Statistical tests were not conducted. 

Our new VR field trip is based on teaching and testing the same 
topics as before [26], using the tour-like approach, with evaluation 
in the same classrooms. Our new work differs fundamentally by 
focusing on embedded teachers to guide the tour and by including 
questions to students. We use different 3D models, although they 
model the same real power plant. We assess live and prerecorded 
teachers, rather than different presentation media, so we include 
measures such as social presence and affective attraction to assess 
students’ experiences of the teacher.  

2.3 Related Techniques 

Technological aspects are not the focus of this paper, but we briefly 
mention prior work on depth-camera-based telepresence, 
heterogeneous displays, and virtual mirrors. We combine such 
techniques to allow a non-immersed teacher to guide students. 

Several researchers considered livestreamed 3D meshes, based 
on depth camera data, as promising 3D video-like avatars for 
telepresence, e.g., [3,18]. Such mesh representations may provide 
richer and more immersive communication than conventional 
avatars [3]. Recent work uses multiple depth cameras for more 
complete user capture [3]. In our work, a student faces a teacher 
and single-camera capture of the teacher’s front provides a 
reasonable representation that is easily captured. We have not 
found prior studies in which such depth-camera-based 3D avatars 
were deployed and assessed for education in classrooms. 

Heterogeneous displays or views, also called asymmetric 
interfaces, may lend themselves to leader-follower exercises such 
as factory planning walkthroughs [22]. Combining different views 
could make collaborative tasks easier on users [23]. The 
asymmetric interface in our educational VR approach includes a 
virtual mirror teacher interface (Figure 2), somewhat like early 
video-based mirror worlds [17,29]. 

3 VIRTUAL FIELD TRIP FRAMEWORK AND APPLICATION 

Our approach, named Kvasir-VR, uses rendering, networking, and 
interface techniques further detailed by Ekong [9] and Woodworth 
[32]. The studied application is based on a real field trip at a real 
power plant [7], but it adds interactable objects and educational 
content such as animations and see-through to device internals. 

3.1 Student Interface 

Students are immersed in the environment using standard consumer 
hardware including a head-mounted display (HMD) and tracked 
hand-held controller (Figure 1). For safety and practical reasons 
related to classroom use, students were seated in our experiments. 

Students visit various educational stations and use ray-based 
pointing to trigger embedded educational elements such as 
animations. To provide a simple interface requiring minimal 
explanation and practice, only one button is used for all interactions 
(all programmable buttons simply perform in the same way). 

Students move between stations by selecting teleportation targets 
(viewing platforms at educational stations) with the ray. A multi-
step teleport motion was chosen to minimize motion sickness risks 

for seated students while still providing some sense of the path and 
of the environment’s spatial layout. The teleport motion first steps 
the student to the target position through several intermediate 
positions with short fades between them, and then rotates the 
student through several steps about their vertical axis, to keep 
seated students facing a consistent real direction while they are 
virtually oriented to face educational content. During teleportation, 
a student also sees a leading indicator (an arrow) that moves 
smoothly just ahead of the student as both an in-progress indicator 
and to help users anticipate and understand motion. 

 

 

Figure 2: The teacher guides students from a large TV interface with 
a Kinect mounted at its bottom. This interface leaves the 
teacher’s face clear of obstructions. The TV visuals include: 1) 
a mirror view of the environment, 2) duplicated student views at 
the TV’s lower left, 3) webcam views of students, in ovals 
hovering at positions for teacher eye gaze towards the students, 
and 4) pointing cues to help the teacher point correctly in 3D. 

3.2 Teacher Interface 

A teacher guides immersed students from a projection-based or 
TV-based teacher interface (Figure 2 shows a TV typically used). 
The teacher provides verbal descriptions of the environment and 
educational concepts, asks questions to check understanding and 
attention, directs students to click on interactable objects or teleport 
targets, and monitors students overall. Besides verbal descriptions, 
pointing is the main aspect of communication. Pointing is a key 
mechanism for guiding others in collaborative VR [20]. 

For a display with a narrow field of view (FOV), such as a TV, 
the teacher is presented with a “virtual mirror” view with an 
exaggerated field of view. Thus, the teacher sees themselves as 
mirrored in this view, somewhat like the mirrored view in video 
conferencing tools like Skype. This view supports the teacher 
pointing at objects behind the teacher (virtually) while facing the 
students. We expect that the mirror view limits immersion and 
naturalness for the teacher, but we prioritize student experience 
over teacher experience. The mirror view has substantial practical 
advantages. It is more practical for classroom deployment where 
large-FOV projection systems are infeasible. Compared to an HMD 
view, it maintains a clear view of the teacher’s face and eyes, 
preserves oversight of the teacher’s real environment, and may be 
more comfortable for extended multi-session use. 

The teacher is aided by additional visuals (Figure 2). Students’ 
views of the environment are reproduced as inset images and may 
be checked by the teacher to ensure a student sees what is intended 
or to resolve communication problems. Pointing cues, visible only 
to the teacher, allow the teacher to point to correct depths with a 
mirror view [32]. Live webcam videos of students are overlayed in 
semitransparent ovals. The ovals are positioned for correct teacher 
gaze towards a student, using perspective projection that considers 
teacher head tracking and TV geometry. The teacher’s view also 
includes minimal representations of student interaction rays. 



3.3 Depth Camera Mesh and Networking 

The teacher is captured by a Kinect sensor for representation as a 
mesh, creating a video-like, but 3D, avatar. Color and depth images 
from the Kinect are streamed from the teacher to student computers 
using an FFmpeg-based Unity plugin [9]. The plugin also allows 
recording and playback of Kinect data for creating standalone field 
trips based on prerecorded teacher clips. Custom Unity shaders 
render the teacher mesh by: 1) setting vertex positions and texture 
coordinates based on Kinect data received as textures, 2) removing 
background or invalid vertices, and 3) filtering depth and edges for 
improved appearance. Audio for voice is added using Teamspeak 
(networked) or standard recordings (standalone). 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Virtual Solar Plant. Top: A teacher describes the 
(animated) flow of heated water into the boiler. Bottom: Quiz 
response board in the standalone version.  

3.4 Energy Plant Field Trip 

3.4.1 Motivation 

We applied the Kvasir-VR framework to teach solar energy 
concepts to high school students in science and engineering 
programs. We developed a virtual solar power plant modeled after 
a real pilot-scale energy plant [7], for a virtual field trip activity that 
initially resembled real field trips at the facility. This provided 
schools who could not visit the real facility with an alternative way 
of experiencing the tour. The VR tour was additionally extended 
with educational content beyond that visible in real tours, and 
interaction was added to increase student involvement. The 
networked aspect of the live teacher supports both local and remote 
teachers. Remote operation allows students to meet remote teachers 
who have specialized expertise about the subjects being taught. 

3.4.2 Activity Overview 

The virtual field trip for our studies is summarized by the following 
main steps. In between the listed steps, the teacher asks a student to 
teleport to the next station (a single person activates group teleport). 

1) Students meet the teacher at a tower overlooking the facility. 
The teacher checks communication mechanisms (audio/video), 
shows how interaction involves pointing and pushing a button, 
and gives an overview description of the plant.   

 
2) At solar collectors, the teacher describes the heating and flow 

of water in a pipe. A student is asked to trigger an animation 
showing sun rays heating the pipe, and a student is asked to flip 
a power switch that turns on a solar tracker to rotate the 
collectors toward the sun. Students are asked to estimate the 
size of the collectors, to recall the main purpose of the solar 
collectors, to say how they think more water could be heated, 
and to state where the heated water is traveling. 

 
3) Near an evaporator/boiler and related pipes (Figure 3), the 

teacher explains fluid flow and heat exchange through this part 
of the plant. A student is asked to open a valve to show 
animated water flow through external pipes, and a student is 
asked to trigger see-through rendering of the evaporator to 
show additional fluid flows, including refrigerant flow. 
Students are asked to identify two of the fluids flowing in and 
out of the evaporator (hot water and vaporized refrigerant). 

 
4) Near a turbine and generator, the teacher explains the transfer 

of energy from high-pressure vaporized refrigerant to turbine 
rotation to electricity from the connected generator. A student 
selects the turbine to reveal see-through rendering of internal 
flow and rotation, and a student selects the generator to link it 
to the turbine for rotation. Students are asked to state the main 
purpose of each of these two devices. 

 
5) Near a condenser and cooling tower, the teacher explains how 

vaporized refrigerant is condensed back into a liquid, and how 
this involves water cooled at the cooling tower. A student 
selects the condenser for see-through rendering showing 
remaining flows of water and refrigerant through the exchanger 
and through associated pipes. Students are asked to identify 
some of the fluids (cold water entering, cooled refrigerant 
leaving) and to determine where the cooled refrigerant is going. 
Finally, in a brief wrap-up, the teacher reviews the main path of 
energy from the sun to generated electricity and discusses the 
capacity and motivation for solar energy plants. 

3.4.3 Differences between live and prerecorded teachers 
(i.e., networked and standalone approaches) 

We implemented both a live networked and a non-networked 
standalone version of the teacher-guided field trip. In the networked 
version, a live teacher guides small groups of students from the 
teacher interface described in Section 3.2. The students are each 
locally placed at the same virtual viewing location as each other (on 
a teleport platform), with other student representations appearing 
offset to the left or right according to seating order in a real 
classroom. Students see minimal representations of other students, 
consisting of generic head avatars, which are typically not in view, 
and minimal ray representations. Students and the teacher all hear 
each other through a networked voice server. Environment 
responses to student actions (teleport, animation) are reflected at all 
networked computers. In our studies, the teacher selected a specific 
student for each such interaction, rotating through the students to 
ensure all were involved. Questions requiring verbal response were 
first asked to the entire group (e.g., “can anyone tell me…”), but, 
when no student responded, the teacher asked specific students. 

Students may benefit from a live teacher being able to correct 
misunderstandings and respond more meaningfully to a wide range 
of student responses. This two-way communication tends to occur 
after the teacher asks questions to check student knowledge. The 



apparent presence of a real person itself may also improve student 
interest or motivation to perform well. Overall, two-way 
communication may enhance learning and better resembles a real 
field trip, but the communication takes extra student time. 

The standalone version was developed using a prerecorded 
teacher to allow students to learn the material independently, at 
reduced deployment cost and complexity, and with each student 
experiencing all interactions. It is intended to closely resemble the 
live version, but with some difference resulting from limitations of 
a prerecorded teacher. In our studies, the prerecorded teacher was 
a Kinect-based recording of the same teacher, following the same 
guiding script, and recorded at the same teacher interface (the 
teacher also wore the same clothing and hair style in all 
deployments). The main difference is that a prerecorded teacher 
cannot respond with the understanding of a real teacher when a 
student freely answers questions about the environment. Thus, the 
standalone version uses an in-world multiple-choice quiz to allow 
constrained responses (Figure 3). Students select an answer with 
ray-based interaction. In case of an incorrect response, the quiz 
pauses briefly to provide feedback and then repeats the question. 

4 EXPERIMENT METHODS 

4.1 Overview and Independent Variables 

We assessed and compared the teacher-guided VR approaches 
using a between-subjects study design. The main independent 
variable was the type of approach (networked vs. standalone), with 
differences described in Section 3.4.3, and with random assignment 
of subjects to approaches. The field trip teacher was unfamiliar to 
the students and was located in a separate room from students to 
avoid effects of the teacher’s real physical presence and to resemble 
remotely-guided educational VR (teacher and student rooms were 
about 11 meters apart and networked through a local switch. 
Virtually, the teacher appeared 2 meters or less in front of students). 

Secondarily, we include classroom type as another independent 
variable (dedicated vs. integrated). Prior work [26] speculated that 
an integrated classroom, with multiple student groups working on 
different activities, created a distraction for VR tours, and a quiet 
dedicated VR space was recommended. In our study, classroom 
types reflect the facilities available at two different schools, i.e., 
they reflect uncontrolled school characteristics rather than random 
assignment of students to conditions. However, we believe 
classroom type is the clearest difference between the schools, and 
we did not find significant differences in pre-test or immersive 
tendencies scores (Sections 4.3 and 5.1). 

Both approaches (networked and standalone) were tested in both 
schools, for an overall 2 X 2 between-subjects design. 

4.2 Dependent Measures and Related Hypotheses 

4.2.1 Test Score Gain  

We assessed learning with a multiple-choice test of knowledge 
about solar plant devices and their purposes, fluids, and energy 
conversion steps. The same test was given before (pre) and after 
(post) the VR field trip. Test score gain was computed, especially 
normalized gain [11], per student. This normalized gain is the 
increase in score, from the pre-test to post-test, divided by the 
maximum possible increase (the increase that would have resulted 
from a perfect post-test score). In contrast to raw gain, normalized 
gain is less dependent on, or less correlated to, prior knowledge.  

We avoided forming a specific (directional) hypothesis about the 
gains of different VR approaches because the approaches have 
tradeoffs that may favor either one (Section 3.4.3). We wanted to 
assess their educational effectiveness with a standard measure and 
compare them. Regarding classroom type, we expected the 
dedicated classroom to produce best results. 

4.2.2 Questionnaire Items 

Subjective aspects of the VR experience were assessed using a mix 
of well-established questions and questions more tailored to our 
educational VR. To ensure the total questionnaire size was 
manageable to subjects, we abbreviated questionnaires from prior 
work. Except where stated otherwise, question responses were 
ratings from 1 to 7. Semantic anchors were placed below values 1, 
4, and 7. The questions can be summarized as follows: 
 
1) Social Presence: Eight questions from Networked Minds Social 

Presence [12], with two each from subscales Co-presence, 
Attentional Allocation (distraction, reverse coded), Perceived 
Message Understanding, and Perceived Behavioral 
Interdependence. Within each subscale, one question asked 
about the subject’s impression of the teacher and the other 
asked about the teacher’s impression of the subject (even 
though all questions were answered by the subject). 
 

2) Attraction: Four questions following Herbst et al. [13], asking 
about the teacher: one rating teacher competence (Cognitive 
Attraction), two on positivity and friendliness (Affective 
Attraction), and one on Rated Threat. 

 
3) SUS Presence: Four questions resembling the first four 

presence questions from Usoh et al. [28], to ask about the 
subject’s sense of presence in the solar plant. 

 
4) Engagement: Two questions asking if subjects were “motivated 

to complete the application” and if they “found the experience 
captivating and could easily focus”. We have named this scale 
Engagement, although it may differ from some definitions. 

 
5) Usability: Two questions asking subjects if the system was 

“easy to use” and if its functions were “well integrated”. 
 

6) SSQ (simulator sickness): Five simulator sickness questions 
based on SSQ [16], asking about general discomfort, fatigue, 
headache, eye strain, and difficulty focusing or concentrating. 
Ratings were from 1 (none) to 4 (extreme). 

 
7) Other: Additional questions ranged from the extent to which the 

experience was “liked” overall to asking students to judge if the 
teacher was real or prerecorded. 

 
We hypothesized that the networked approach could produce 
higher scores on items such as Social Presence, e.g., due to the two-
way communication with a live teacher rather than prerecorded 
segments. However, we did not expect these results to extend to 
aspects such as SUS Presence, which do not focus on the teacher. 

4.3 Subjects 

We report results from 88 high school students. An additional 26 
students tried a VR field trip but were excluded from study because 
5 of them reported previous exposure to the VR field trip and 21 
experienced failures such as a VR device not displaying images.  

The students were from science and engineering classes such as 
chemistry, calculus, robotics, and engineering. Teachers advertised 
the activity to students. Table 1 summarizes demographics per 
condition. These reflect a smaller available class at the dedicated 
school and low female class enrollment in these programs. Students 
were slightly younger (lower grade level) at the integrated 
classroom, but immersive tendency and pre-test scores (Section 
5.1) were not found to differ between any conditions statistically. 



Table 1: Some subject demographics per condition: mean score on 
an immersive tendencies questionnaire (IT score), number of 
subjects (male, female, unspecified), and mean age in years.  

Approach Classroom IT score M, F, U Age
Networked Dedicated 5.04 10, 3, 1 16.6

 Integrated 4.90 31, 3, 1 14.9
Standalone Dedicated 5.05 10, 0, 2 15.9

 Integrated 4.97 21, 1, 5 14.4

4.4 Procedure and Apparatus 

Subjects and their guardians provided assent and consent forms 
prior to the study. Subjects entered the experiment area in groups 
of 4 students, except in a few cases where only fewer students were 
available. Subject assignment to groups was random per classroom, 
and groups were alternatingly assigned the two different VR 
approaches (networked, standalone). Subjects first met the field trip 
teacher in VR (virtually) and only met physically after the 
experiment. Subjects were seated near each other, in a single row, 
and remained seated for the entire experiment. 

Immediately before experiencing VR, subjects provided basic 
demographic information, filled out an abbreviated immersive 
tendencies questionnaire [31], and took the pre-test, all with pencil 
and paper. Subjects were then given an equipment overview. 
Student and teacher stations used laptops with GeForce 1080 
graphics, internally (MSI GT73VR Titan Pro-003) or with an 
external graphics extender (for Alienware 15 R2 laptops). Subjects 
donned the VR displays (Oculus Rift CV1) and fit them by 
adjusting straps and an inter-pupil distance dial. Subjects with 
eyeglasses were told they could wear their glasses with the Rift by 
expanding the straps and taking care when putting on the display. 

The proctor checked that subjects reported being comfortable 
and able to see an environment clearly, and then handed an Oculus 
Touch controller to each subject. The proctor next placed 
headphones with voice microphones on each student (HyperX 
Cloud Gaming headsets; built-in Oculus headphones were removed 
from the displays). Once all students were ready, the VR field trip 
began. In the networked condition, the VR teacher appeared 
virtually in front of subjects and began by asking if he could be seen 
and heard. In the standalone condition, a sign told students to point 
and click with the controller to begin the prerecorded teacher, and 
students used a ray-based quiz to indicate if they could see and hear 
the teacher. The field trip then continued as in Section 3.4.2. Any 
technical failure with equipment that was not immediately 
correctable resulted in subject omission from the study, but such 
subjects could experience the VR in later non-experiment sessions. 

Immediately after the VR field trip, subjects took the post-test 
and then filled out written questionnaires in the following order: 1) 
a questionnaire about the teacher (Social Presence, Attraction), 2) 
a questionnaire about other aspects (SUS Presence, Usability, other 
questions), and 3) a questionnaire about problems (SSQ). 

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5.1 Test Score Gains 

Educational effectiveness is summarized by normalized gains in 
Figure 4 and Table 2. A 2 X 2 between-subjects ANOVA detected 
a significant difference between approaches [F(1,84)=4.62, 
p=.035, ηp

2=.052]. Given the low power of a between-subjects 
design and a small number of dedicated-classroom subjects, it is 
also notable that there was a near-significant difference between 
classroom types [F(1,84)=3.87, p=.053, ηp

2=.044] and a near-
significant interaction [F(1,84)=2.83, p=.096, ηp

2=.033]. Readers 
may prefer to call these “trends” or 0.1-level significance. The 
likely interaction is explained by direct comparisons: the networked 
approach produces better results in the dedicated classroom than in 

the integrated classroom [t(47)=2.40, p=.020, d=.758], but the 
standalone approach was not detected better in the dedicated room 
than in the integrated room [t(37)=0.236, p=.814, d=.082]. 

The main result is that the live networked field trip produced 
better results than the standalone version. Secondarily, although 
weaker demonstrated overall, the dedicated classroom gave better 
results than the integrated classroom, particularly with the 
networked teacher. The live networked teacher in a dedicated 
classroom produced the highest mean gain by far, of 66.0%, 
compared to other means between 23.9% and 28.6%. 

A lack of substantial difference between the two standalone cases 
suggests that students in the dedicated class (room) were not 
consistently better learners than those in the integrated class. This, 
as well as similar pre-test scores and immersive tendencies, aligns 
with our belief that the critical aspect of classrooms (i.e., schools) 
was distraction level and not student qualities. A possible 
explanation for the overall gain pattern (Figure 4) is that neither the 
distracting classroom nor the standalone approach kept the students 
engaged with educational VR content. Both an effective approach 
and a low-distraction environment were needed for good learning. 

Mean gain for all conditions was higher than gains reported for 
the prior VR solar plant field trips in high schools, and the 
networked approach in a dedicated classroom produced higher gain 
than any prior reported approach (Section 2.2). Furthermore, we 
consider a gain of 66.0% to be a good result in light of Hake’s 
choice of 70% as a “high gain” [11], which is usually not achieved. 

Table 2: Mean scores: pre-test, post-test, and normalized gain. 
(The gain is not computable directly from the listed scores 
because it is “average-of-gains”, not “gain-of-averages”). Mean 
time spent (minutes) by subjects in each condition is also given. 

Approach Classroom Pre Post Gain Time
Networked Dedicated 53.9% 82.5% 66.0% 15.9

Integrated 52.5% 67.0% 28.6% 17.4
Standalone Dedicated 53.0% 67.4% 26.8% 9.36

Integrated 54.2% 65.0% 23.9% 8.96
 

   

Figure 4: Educational effectiveness of the four conditions: Means 
and standard errors (+/- 1 SE) of normalized gain in test score. 

5.2 Questionnaire Results 

5.2.1 Overview 

We compare networked and standalone approaches in terms of 
questionnaire responses. We do not detail classroom types here 
because associated tests, performed for all items, did not reveal 
significant classroom differences. However, there was a near-
significant result for Social Presence [Z=1.65, p=.099] related to 
the Attentional Allocation subscale [Z=1.89, p=.058]. Although 
weak evidence by itself, this is consistent with the pattern and 
expectation of distractions in the integrated classroom. 



Multi-item scale results are summarized in Figure 5. Scale scores 
were computed as means of the contributing items. Within Social 
Presence, Attentional Allocation item ratings were first reversed 
(subtracted from 8) because the questions were phrased as ratings 
of Distraction. 

Scale scores were positive throughout (Figure 5) for both 
networked and standalone approaches, considering that 4 was 
labeled as a neutral answer in our questionnaires, and mean and 
median scores range from about 5 to 6.5 throughout (except SSQ, 
which measures motion sickness, and its low ratings are positive). 

Table 3 summarizes statistical comparison between networked 
and standalone approaches (Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests). Where 
significant effects were found in these scales, we include subscales. 
We do not apply global corrections such as Bonferroni correction, 
and note conservative readers can be cautious about any borderline 
significant p-values.  
 

    

Figure 5: Overall scales: Bars show means and standard errors. 
Diamond markers show medians. Note that SSQ (simulator 
sickness) scores could only range from 1 to 4.  

 

Table 3: Networked and standalone approaches compared in 
terms of questionnaire responses; Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests. 

Scale Z p r
 Social Presence  -4.71 < .001 .502
      Co-Presence -3.99 < .001 .425
      Distraction -1.04 .298 .111
      Message Understanding -5.44 < .001 .583
      Behavioral Interdependence -3.67 < .001 .391
 Attraction  -3.42 < .001 .369
      Cognitive -4.14 < .001 .452
      Affective -2.39 .017 .258
      Threat 1.23 .220 .134
 SUS Presence  -.230 .818 .025
 Engagement  -3.24 .001 .347
 Usability  -1.85 .064 .198
 SSQ sickness  .102 .919 .011
Extra Questions 
 Liked the experience -1.75 .079 -.188
 Too slow / Too fast 1.86 .063 .201
 Understood teacher pointing -2.25 .025 -.241
 Understood teacher explanations -3.17 .002 -.338
 Teacher helped understanding -3.54 < .001 -.377
 Animated objects helped -2.79 .005 -.299
 In-game questions/quizzes helped -.591 .554 -.063
 

5.2.2 Social Presence 

As hypothesized, subjects reported significantly higher social 
presence with the networked approach that had a live teacher, 
although both approaches received positive ratings. A similar result 
was found for the subscales dealing with co-presence, message 
understanding, and behavioral interdependence (Figure 6). 
However, no significant difference was detected in reported 
distraction from the teacher (attentional allocation), and the plot 
suggests any existing difference would likely be small. 

Students strongly perceive teacher presence of a depth-camera-
based live teacher (networked approach), as shown by the median 
co-presence score of 7 (the maximum possible). 
 

    

Figure 6: Social Presence subscales: Note Attentional Allocation is 
shown as reverse-coded Distraction. Bars show means and 
standard errors. Diamond markers show medians. 

5.2.3 Attraction 

Attraction scores overall resembled social presence results. 
Attraction subscales are plotted in Figure 7. Students responded 
very positively to the live teacher, as shown by the maximum 
possible median scores of 7 for affective and cognitive attraction 
(networked approach). The standalone approach also produced 
positive ratings, especially the affective attraction median of 6, yet 
prerecorded teacher competence was rated as two full points below 
the live teacher (cognitive attraction median of 5). Rated threat was 
low for both approaches, with no significant effect detected. 
  

    

Figure 7: Attraction subscales: Bars show means and standard 
errors. Diamond markers show medians. 

5.2.4 Presence 

Students in both approaches report a positive, yet not very high, 
sense of their own presence in the solar plant, with overall mean 
and median around 5.2 (Figure 5). No significant differences were 
detected (Table 3). The plotted scores, and our own inspection of 
subitems, suggests any existing difference would be minimal. 

5.2.5 Engagement 

Students reported high motivation and focus for both approaches, 
with median scores of 6 and 6.5 (Figure 5). The networked 
approach scored significantly higher (Table 3). Based on this self-
report, students are highly engaged, especially with a live teacher. 



5.2.6 Usability 

Both approaches received a very high median usability score of 6.5, 
with no statistically detected difference between approaches. This 
suggests that the single-button ray selection and teleportation 
interface worked well in both approaches and that increased 
interaction requirements in the standalone approach did not 
meaningfully affect perceived usability. 

5.2.7 Simulator Sickness (SSQ) 

There were few reports of problems such as discomfort, eye strain, 
or headaches, and no difference was detected between approaches. 
Of the 5 SSQ questions and two approaches, the only median rating 
above 1 (“none”) concerned the ability to focus or concentrate with 
the standalone approach, where the median was 2 (“slight”). 
 

    

Figure 8: Additional ratings: Bars show means and standard errors. 
Diamond markers show medians. 

5.2.8 Additional Ratings 

Figure 8 summarizes additional items assessing the VR field trips. 
Like: The first item asked overall opinion in terms of liking the 

experience. Both approaches resulted in the maximum possible 
median score, 7, with no statistically significant difference. 

Speed: Speed was rated on a scale from “too slow” (1) to “too 
fast” (7). Median scores for both approaches were 4, matching the 
text anchor “well paced”. Statistically, there was near significance. 
The plotted values suggest little meaningful difference, if any. 

Understood teacher: Two questions rated the understandability 
of the teacher’s pointing and explanations. These resembled 
Message Understanding, but here the intent was to consider aspects 
of educational content and pointing related to the teacher’s interface 
and teacher representation. The networked approach received the 
highest possible median, 7, significantly higher than standalone. 
Nonetheless, the standalone rating was also high (median 6). 

Component helpfulness: Subjects were asked to rate the value of 
the teacher, animated objects, and in-game questions in terms of 
their helpfulness for understanding. The questions about the teacher 
and the animated objects revealed the same response pattern stated 
above for “understood teacher”. However, the third question did 
not result in a statistically detected difference – both approaches 
had similar mean and median ratings. We conducted additional 
statistical tests to compare “in-game question” ratings to ratings 
from the other two questions. Results suggest only that subjects 
rated animated objects as being more helpful than in-game 
questions [Z=2.26, p=.024], but we do not consider the apparently 
small difference meaningful enough to guide design. 

5.2.9 Live or Prerecorded? 

We additionally asked students to indicate if they believed the field 
trip teacher was live, prerecorded, or a mix of live and prerecorded 
parts. In a past demonstration, a live teacher was misjudged as an 
AI system. No subjects in our study reported the live networked 
teacher as entirely prerecorded, but 9 reported the live teacher as a 
mix of live and prerecorded. Of the subjects experiencing the 
prerecorded teacher (standalone), 2 reported believing the teacher 
was live and 3 reported the teacher was a mix. 

5.2.10 Freeform response items 

We asked subjects to specify the most positive and negative aspects 
of the experience, and to make any other comments they wanted to. 
For the question about best aspects, the most frequent answer types 
were: interactions with surroundings or objects (18 subjects), 
benefits of seeing content in 3D/VR (18), teaching effectiveness 
(15), and answers about presence (11). For negative aspects, one 
answer type dominated: graphical glitches in the teacher 
representation (28 subjects). The most common “other” comment 
was general positive feedback such as “it was really good” (16 
subjects), and some subjects made suggestions such as adding more 
interaction (4) or making longer field trips (3). 

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We presented an approach to VR field trips using a live teacher 
represented by depth camera imagery, and we showed its 
effectiveness in terms of student learning and subjective 
experience. We also presented and compared a standalone version 
that approximates the experience by using a prerecorded teacher.  

Our study showed an educational benefit of live networked VR 
over a non-networked approximation, especially in terms of test 
score gains. We believe this results from a live teacher being more 
interesting to students and better being able to correct 
misunderstandings and respond to questions. This result can be 
seen as echoing studies where conventional live lectures produced 
higher gains than videos, e.g., [25]. However, live VR avatars are 
not the same as live in-person lectures, and effectiveness could 
hinge on factors such as avatar type. There are also contrasting 
studies, for example, without learning gains for live lectures 
compared to videos giving students substantial control of pausing 
and replay [27]. More work is needed to understand what types of 
control and interaction best contribute to learning in VR. 

Standalone approaches remain relevant for research, considering 
practical advantages: deployment is relatively simple as it does not 
require a live expert instructor, the associated extra equipment, 
coordination, or extra setup time. Our standalone field trip took less 
student time due to reduced communication, and the difference 
could be used to present more content. Standalone approaches scale 
up readily to large numbers of students and more general audiences. 

Further research is needed to identify which specific aspects of 
the live teacher presence or guidance (or the presence of other 
students in the environment) contributed to learning. For example, 
results could be related to student beliefs about the extent to which 
a real person observes them, and not just to better verbal responses 
by the teacher when students give incorrect answers to questions. 
Deeper consideration of these aspects can help guide other 
approaches aiming to address some of the tradeoffs between live 
and prerecorded teachers, for example: 
 
1) A mixed approach, in which a live teacher is only present or 

active at key moments, or plays more of a monitoring role. Such 
an approach may be more scalable while still retaining some 
benefits of a live teacher. 
 

2) We expect that, eventually, increasingly advanced autonomous 
agents (AI systems and avatars) may mimic a live VR teacher 



well enough to reduce or eliminate the benefit of a real expert 
teacher. Our results may help predict the benefit achievable 
with a realistic VR agent over a simple sequencing approach, 
and further study could help guide agent development. On the 
other hand, if effectiveness hinges on student belief that a real 
teacher or real classmates are involved, then no agent known as 
artificial may be able to produce the same effect. 
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